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Automating from
Content to Commitment, and
Everything in Between
Enterprise Secondary
Marketing Solutions:
A New Solution to an
Old Problem

By Scott Happ

S

econdary marketing is a mission-critical function central
to the mortgage origination process. It encompasses pricing, locking, hedging, and committing mortgage loans.
Secondary marketing exists within all mortgage lending
organizations, whether loans are sold on a best effort or mandatory
basis. It is a function that deals with key strategic issues including
product sourcing, pricing and risk management, while also handling a host of operational responsibilities such as lock desk and
commitment management.
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Historically, the technology used
to support secondary marketing was
a patchwork of systems and manual
processes.
Today, the introduction of Enterprise Secondary Marketing Solutions
(ESMS) has enabled mortgage originators to automate the entire secondary marketing function—from content to commitment—using a single,
unified technology platform.
Originators will find the new class
of ESMS systems offers many capabilities and considerable benefits.

process and the applicant experience. complex and time-consuming change
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Given the complexity of mortgage loan request function. By combining arAn Enterprise Secondary Marketing
pricing and the need to allow for com- chived historical prices with a systemSolution includes a broad array of
pensation, margins and overhead, auto- configured lock policy, change refunctions that can be grouped into
mating the eligibility and pricing pro- quests can be processed automatically,
several categories, each representing
cess significantly impacts operational enabling lock desk personnel to spend
a core element of the secondary
more time handling exceptions.
and loan officer efficiency.
marketing process:
Automating the lock process also
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enabled mortgage
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each system category,
the entire secondary
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analytics capabilities of content to commitment– ing loan officers time and rely too heavily on key personnel and
using a single, unified
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leading solutions.
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plexity over the past decade, making
error
checking routines, identify eligiLOCKING
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manually obtain and maintain pricing
lock desk area. More often than not, change, and leverage native investor
data.
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and
approving
lock
keting Solution eliminates manual promanagers, auditors and regrequests is a manual
cesses, replacing them with real-time,
ulatory authorities.
process, and commuRather than using a
automated ingestion of pricing data.
Of course, an important
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Errors are reduced as pricing is updated
patchwork of systems
part
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and
lock
continuously throughout the day, which
and manual processes,
surement
is understanding
desk can be disjointed
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top lending executives fall-out, so a system must be
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bottom line improvements.
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entire
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process,
from
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mate the locking pro- commitment, with one
It is worth noting that the most adcess. Loan originators comprehensive solution. HEDGING
vanced systems enable originators to
Managing pipeline risk
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ciencies and lock desk staff capacity is Marketing Solution must provide the
Determining product eligibility and
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expanded.
pricing options, quickly and accurately
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at point-of-sale, is vital to the lending
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Such systems enable risk managers to perform “what-if ” analyses to
understand how various actions affect
their risk position, as well as model the
P&L impact of market changes. Because
positions and market values are updated
continuously, potential hedging actions
may be evaluated, and positions modified at any time, allowing the secondary desk to react promptly to incoming
locks or market changes.
Features found
in advanced systems include basis risk manageLoan originators
ment, allowances
can initiate rate
lock requests and for servicing value fluctuations,
receive instant lock
and intelligent
confirmations through trade blotters that
a highly configurable, enable traders to
auto-accept process. quickly model
coverage.
For those who
sell primarily to
GSEs, it is imperative to leverage a
system that supports note rate hedging. This functionality is required to
properly handle hedging with commitments denominated in note rates,
as is the case with Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac cash selling.
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COMMITTING
As loans become available for sale,
originators using Enterprise Secondary Marketing Solutions benefit greatly from best execution capabilities and
commitment automation.
With best execution analysis, secondary marketing personnel can instantly determine the best investor
price for every loan available for sale,
and consider all potential executions
to maximize profitability.
For originators that access the popular bulk bid market execution, automation helps streamline an otherwise
highly manual process. If systemto-system integration exists with the
investor, committing can be initiated
from within ESMS once an execution
is selected, resulting in substantial
time and cost savings.
Commitment automation eliminates
the need to reconcile two systems, re-
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duces error rates and, ultimately, risk
levels by enabling the offsetting of incoming locks more quickly.

SUPPORTING
CAPABILITIES

To fully leverage the capabilities of
an Enterprise Secondary Marketing
Solution, two supporting capabilities are essential: a deep integration
with other key systems and advanced
business intelligence tools.

bust Enterprise Secondary Marketing
Solutions now offer impressive business intelligence capabilities, providing instant access to broad data sets
along with analytical tools that help
users understand and evaluate opportunities. These systems also provide insight on competitive positioning and market share to more quickly
evaluate pricing strategies.
By providing access to real-time
production, performance and competitive data, the business intelligence
tools found in ESMS are becoming
mission critical for successful secondary marketing executives.]

INTEGRATION AND APIs
Tight integration should exist with
key technical solutions used by the
originator, including loan origination
and point-of-sale systems, CRM and
CONCLUSION
mobile platforms, and lead generation
Enterprise Secondary Marketing Solusites.
tions emerged recently, as innovative
An Enterprise Secondary Markettechnology vendors developed the full
ing Solution connected with an arrange of capabilities required to offer
ray of vendors gives originators the
end-to-end secondary marketing auflexibility to change business parttomation.
ners as their strategy evolves. In adRather than using a patchwork of
dition, key system functions such as
systems and manual processes, top
price quoting and locking
lending executives can
should be available via Apnow automate the entire
plication
Programming
secondary marketing proInterfaces (APIs) so that
cess, from content manoriginators can—if they For originators that agement to commitment,
choose—build custom so- access the popular with one comprehensive
bulk bid market
lutions leveraging the data
solution.
and functionality resident execution, automation
Early adopters report
in the ESMS.
significant efficiency and
helps streamline
For example, originators an otherwise highly profitability improvements,
are increasingly choosing
all imperative in the commanual process.
to display price data on
pliance-critical, competitheir websites, something
tive environment in which
that is reasonably easy to
we operate today.
accomplish with a welldesigned API. More originators wish
to control the end-user experience,
Scott Happ has 30 years of experience in
financial services and mortgage lending
and APIs are the building blocks that
technology. He founded Mortgagebot
make it possible.
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Secondary marketing managers are
required to make quick, high-impact
decisions but often lack access to
data and analytical tools necessary
to operate effectively. Without readily available lock, change request, and
pricing exception data, managers are
at a disadvantage.
To address this issue, the most ro-
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